Lombok Institute of Flight Technology

LET US LIFT YOUR AVIATION CAREER!

revolution in Indonesian flight training
Why Choose LIFT?

Lombok Institute of Flight Technology is currently one of the most advanced flight training facilities in Indonesia, offering a wide range of practical and theoretical courses for future airline pilots, career flight instructors, aviation professionals and private pilots alike.

flight training in a

Modern Aircraft
New Liberty XL2 ® training fleet (TBA delivery March 2011).

Advanced Avionics
All aircraft are equipped with Aspen Avionics ® glass panel and Garmin 430 full color integrated GPS module

International Flight Instructors
We recruited the best and the most experienced English-speaking flight training specialist from ICAO countries with an highly regarded aviation safety record.

Part 141 Operation
LIFT is fully certified by the DGCA to conduct part 141 (academic) flight training curriculum with a well-organized academic structure.

Operational Environment
Unlike most flight schools, we operate out of a busy international airport, providing student with an invaluable real-time operational experience. Just like in the airlines.

Great Lifestyle
Live and learn to fly in one of the most attractive places in Indonesia, in tourist paradise only 50 miles east of Bali.

Why is technology so important in flight training?

In a modern and competitive world of aviation being a well-trained pilot with a marketable set of skills is one of the most essential requirements. Airlines are constantly updating their fleet. Equipped with advanced avionics, onboard computers, glass cockpits and fly-by-wire technologies, new aircraft are not easy to master if you spent 200 hours flying an old Cessna 172 with analog instruments and outdated avionics. Analog-to-Digital instrument transition presents a particular challenge to most students unfamiliar with the modern cockpit technology. At LIFT we eliminate these unnecessary challenges and introduce our students to an exciting world of modern aircraft from Day One. Choosing such positive learning environment not only gives our students an enormous advantage over their future competition but also motivates to study and encourages to become the Best of the Best. In LIFT we do not stop there. Here are some important additional reasons why you want to learn flying only with us:

Our flight school is one of the first in Indonesia to utilise modern and technologically advanced flight training aircraft for private and professional courses. In fact, we are somewhat revolutionizing Indonesian flight training industry by departing from the outdated trainers used in many local flight schools. Along with other progressive academies around the World, LIFT set its purpose to establish a new standard for flight training in Indonesia and went "an extra mile” to certify and import such modern trainers as Liberty Aerospace XL2.
Financial Viability
We know that investment into your flight training is one of the biggest financial commitments you’ll ever make. But the subsequent rewards are much bigger. It’s a fact that on average, a successful airline pilot in Indonesia earns more than $3,000,000 throughout his aviation career. Considering only a $65,000 investment for your flight training, it’s a deal worth taking.

Direct Entry F/Os
By 2012, DGCA projects a dramatic deficit in pilots for flag and regional air carriers. Therefore, a lot of Indonesian airlines accept direct entry pilots for their First Officer programs. Pilots will be trained on aircraft type free of charge after signing a 2-6 year employment contract. Such commitments are made with pilots straight after completion of their DGCA CPL/IR flight training programs. Most First Officers make Captains within 3-5 years.

Accommodation
LIFT is making a considerable effort to ensure that all of our students are boarding in "crew-standard" Western-style accommodation, furnished with a fast Wi-Fi internet connection, cleaning and laundry services, modern toilet and kitchen facilities. We provide comfortable and pleasant learning atmosphere inside-out.

License Conversion
Current and improved Indonesian DGCA Private and Commercial licensing requirements are fully-compliant with the latest ICAO regulations and could be converted into any other licensing authority, providing additional requirements of a particular authority are met. This means, that our graduates are not bound by regional restrictions and can choose to live and fly in the airlines based outside of Indonesia. In addition, LIFT offers conversion to DGCA licenses for most ICAO license holders. A dedicated international crew of experienced flight instructors strictly enforce set forth high standards of training akin to the FAA and the JAA requirements.

We don't "cut corners"
Our main priority is your safety and the safety of your aviation career. That's our most important objective. You can always rely on our commitment and dedication to this goal.
Interested in enrolling?

LIFT runs an ongoing enrollment policy and has current openings for new students. If you are interested in getting your career off the ground or want to start recreational flying, please contact us today for more information or visit LIFT website at:

www.liftflyingschool.com